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change or react with much nostalgia for the way things used to be. Whereas
certain inventions, such as vacuum cleaners and dishwashers, took almost a
century between their initial development and commercial success, recent
discoveries and inventions, such as the laser, have required less than a tenth
the time to complete the same process. This acceleration of the dispersal of
technological change suggests, therefore, that the transition from print to
electronic hy-pertext, if it comes, will therefore take far less time than did
earlier transitions.
The history of the print technology and culture also suggests that if hypertext becomes culturally dominant, it will do so by enabling large numbers
of people either to do new things or to do old things more easily. Furthermore, one suspects that such a shift in information paradigms will see another version of what took place in the transition to print culture: an overwhelming percentage of the new texts created, like Renaissance and later
how-to-do-it books, will answer the needs of an audience outside the academy and hence will long remain culturally invisible and objects of scorn, particularly among those segments of the cultural elite who claim to know the
true needs of "the people." The active readers that hy-pertext creates can
meet their needs only if they can find the information they want, and to find
that information they must have access to networks such as the Internet.
Similarly, authors cannot fully assume the authorial function if they cannot
place their texts on a network. The following section provides a scenario
that embodies some of the darker implications of a future hy-pertext author's
attempt to gain access to the Net. Appropriately, an earlier electronic version
of "Ms. Austen's Submission" appeared (was "published"?)in IE an electronic
periodical edited by Gordon Howell in Edinburgh, and from there was disseminated internationally on computer networks.

She knew that some Like to make their Submissions in the privacy
Ms. Austen's Submission
of their own living quarters. Other fragile souls, who had to work
themselves up to such an important act, made theirs on the spur
of the moment by making use of a foneport they encountered while away from
home. Austen, however, had decided to do it the traditional way, the right way,
as she thought of it, or perhaps, she had admitted to herself, it was just that she
found such older forms comforting. At any rate, she had risen early, bathed, put
on her best outfit, treated herself to an elegant breakfast at Rive Gauche, the
restaurant frequented by would-be's, and then made her way to the Agency of
Culture, outside of whose main portal she now stood.

